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tute of ~echnologyand the s

as a part of the curriculum are in
For more than 50 years, there
. has
..
from commitment to the principle that
classical sense-that it should be leavened wit
program of humanistic and cultural studie

re quired to take from 20 to 25 percent of t1
w<ark in humanities subjects. Since 1965 st
be:en offered options in English literature, 1

sc
urriculum: and me crowing tacuity ana sraii or 1n
vision arc for the first time in man5
u i l d i n ~ t l i cbeautiful new 'Baxter
What role do the humanities and socialscience
education of a Caltcch student in 1971? Wh
101ilcI they play?

.
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are critical logical, aizd analytical, even when
<re not quantitative-and some of them are t
'ionzewherein the world there has to be a pkic
1

g here even though l'm not going i

arrli. We're n frc71noJoQwalsoriety,a
vori time f o i~nder~fnnil
science."
Such comments indicate the depth of the stude
. . .. .
.
.
oncern with mis aspect ot their eflucation. it is
cern that is shared by the faculty of the Divi
Humanities and Social Sciences. Their a n s ~
ome of these perennial questions are presented on
ollowing pages, in a series of Ensiwcring nnfl Scien
nterviews with 1 1

".

.
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What is the role of the division?

ection on social problems. If a center is develo
an~pus,as is hoped, to deal with problems of
lisasters. we will be cooperatingwith it. I exp
vork will include both the hard and the soft social
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.
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P ssibly we should establish a Center for the Creative

I cne fasduena Art Museum. win oner acourse I
iodern art history, and we arc particularly happy that
Irik Erikson will $ve the Havncs Foundation Lecture
n January 1972. Then in Ihc fall, Professor Erikson
.... .
..

In what areas does the division perform?

oncerncd with giving students an opportunity to tal
understand that things are not alw
c ut and dried mathemati
c hoices still have to be n

about values-to
.
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A classic case is the development of

lems we at Caltech should try to deal \

ltech to hrinz together people who are interested

n one make the rest of the social sciences mathematic
the same way as economics? This is a real question,
volved in the early development and application o
itomic enemy-are thinning out. It's about time w
o m c yoiingcr pcoplc applying their minds to this r
vhich is not p i n s to he solved tomorrow. It's goin'
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hink \\c have a puhlic responsibility to provide the
>pportiinit\ For borne of oi-iryoung people to become
nvolvcd.
Riclit now 1 think there is some

here. Po<sihly the most suspicious of all are the humai
xople here. especi:illy when they see the obvious or th
iver-simplified proved \vitb mathematical precisio
Economicc tends to be rccognixd a*; heins m
.,
,
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t's harder to add upImnicin attitudes and belief^

his what we mean by rigor-makingthins";

mathematical?

. .

schemes, and things like th
I say, as do many peopl
talents may be different f

.
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What makes the division interesting?

s diversity-which also creates its greatest problem.
doubt if there is another academic division in the coun
>comparewith it Right here at Caltech, it is certainly
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Other prestigious universities have
humanities and social sciences int(
economics, political science, psyck
a great mistake to do that at Caltec
-disciplinary program that i? interested in in
roblems involving a wide range of social scie
umanities.
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es in the future.

wide ranee of social sciences and also b
n the disciplines which are primarily concerned wi

!uestionsof values-the humanitie
And I think we will be able toget
.
.. oivision
. . alone mese
.*
..lines. -..
a* ro
acveiop me
ins ,
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hemselves probahly won't want to come to a place whe
hey're "in2 to -risk being alone.
On the other hand, 1think we hav

-

a v e some input into the y t e m no matterhow junior the

going to he- settmgup then" own p
their degrees in the traditional
act that we have no graduateprogr
ad weight of tradition isn't holdin

What should we try to do very well?

stion. What are those few things we ought to be tryi
ery well? Social science is one obvious choice hecau
emporary social science is moving increasingly in a
analytical and mathe matical direction. Given the strong
support in other divi!iions for this approach to the world
and a good deal of ex.pertise and facilities, like compute1
,.
oantcs,
lor neiping us to develop it-this seems an
. ..
. .
priate tning lor Laltecn to a
any of us believe that the hist
t11 century is another appropria
one thing, there's the obvious reason that Caltech is
ntific and technological institution. The Institute '
elatively young, and accordingly allits work has bee
in 20th century science: in physics, quantum mechanic
and nuclear physics; in biology, molecular biology and
genetics; in geology, geophysics, geochemistry, and, m

.
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of these fields is well worth doing and there aren't an
proerains anywhere in the United States in the histor
20th century science as such.
Generally, historians of science are centered in
. . . . . ..
ano I xtn centuries, and they deal primarily with intellec
hittorv, with the development of scientific ideas. B
concentrating on the history of 20th century scien
would be filling an important academic gap. And
nchiding the social, political, institutional, and ec
hittorv of science, especially in the United States, we
would he doing it in a unique wa
I should add that there is allot
reason for doing social science a
science in the United States has gone through its gold
years and then its lean years in an almostcyclicfashi
Tn the piden years, the scientific community has ma
to tirgue that what's good for science is ips0 facto good for
society. The public has in general been willing togo along
with this notion in the golden years mainly, I think, becausi
at those times it's been more interested in the enlargemen
of the economic pie than in its distribution. Thelean ye
for science have occurred when the larger public h
become concerned with social reform: in coping w
environment, with depressions, with social probl
At such times it has tended to mount something
against science, and to contend that we should be doing
less to advance science and more to assure that the bene
of science are distributed and controlled in an equitabl

.
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as an intellectual and managerial instrument t
ieve this end. You don't have to be especially well
ormed to know that they are doing the same thing

c

m
elf a disservice n i t were to a12in asamst tne socia

0 years, since the depression in short, it hadpaidmor

tention to the distribution of the benefits of scienc
uld be willing to argue that Caltech ousht to co
to a program in the social sciences at this point in
me precisely l~ecansethe public is suspicious of the
ural sciences. By doins so the Institute would be
public that it is not merely interested in advancin
ience at grcat public cost. It would be telling the pu
at, parallel and together with advancingscience, it '
so intcrcstc~lin liclpiiis: to assure that science is use
p o d social purpose. In my opinion, that would be in the
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How is the division changhg?

to have a formal course for Institute cred'
aying or oil painting, but we may well hav
k i n art history or music theory, and faci

or European history

i - u n u i i i i & i bw n u W U I K w n i !

I think we've become so specialized because of the

-

.
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teaching requirement we've had. For years all incomin
. to t a ~ buropean
.
resnmen naa
e
n~story
ano r.ngnsn, an
I! sophomores had to take American history. So we
quired a very large faculty in a very few subiects.
f we're going to diversify-and I think a good case c
ade for that-we're going to have to let our history an
nglish faculty contract by agradual process of attriti
nd use those slots to widen our range. We could offe
Chinese history maybe, or Italian or Latin -/
his to^, and some literature that's not Engli
We're on our way to some of this because

. .

. .

o r ~ w n i c nis not expressible in mainemauca~ter
that must be put into words. A cour
prose, in which you write, in which
is a humanities course.
That, of course, excludes thckind
cia1 sciences that our social scientists are pushin
ev're the ones who arc pushins the show right no
scr~ptivcpolitical ~cientists,for example, and

inuucn u u n c p i i u a v i a t t u

rivolou%because he writes big surveys in prose forth
genenil public. Some of our social scientists think if
can't <lotheir work with mathematics, it isn-t worth d
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ecreation of pastpolitics related topresent politics.
know our students need this. The Freshmen I teach simp
do not understand. dcscriptively, how the A m e r i c a n ~ r
anv other-political system works. They can't describe it.
A descriptive uncicrstandins of the whole has to precede
analysis of any of theparts. T'm pretty sure that the
. . . .. . . . .
.
natytical political scientist can t tackle thewnoic spectm
f politics, because some of it LS too 11u~'nanto be
sceptihle to mathematical analysis. If you line up thei
tides-with all their mathematical analysis-in thee
they won't, T suspect, give a total view. F.i:liicatcd people
usht to have a reasonable nndersiandiii": of the America
politicalsystem as a whole. and For this some plain
description i s indispensable.

,.. . .

field. The social sciences and the sciences are rather alike
in that their work is, in a sense, done publicly; it's very
often done by groups of people. Humanities are done
a l o n e ~ i na closet thinking.
It's very easy to be a humanist here and to feel isola
ause there are not very many people doing what you
doing, and not many who understand the need for
ivacy and quiet and the singular effort that goes into i

to get some perspective. I taught acourse at Cal State
Los Angeles, and that did more good for my teaching1
than anvthino that's hannened in a lnnp time

the class was evenly divided between men and women
I had a middle-aged nun, an old lady who was finding
something to do with her time since her children were

:k of w o r t h - c
e very, very line suilu~ursm u i c ~iiylishand histo
departments right now-two or three of world reputation
and several others of sound national reputation. We have
to fight against losing people like that.
But we in humanities have to do somethin
. .. .

no are some
- TO acruany ao numanines-in eneci
the English major more a real major than it is. Now, it's
for people who came here thinking they were going into
the sciences, and defected. They say we're turning out a
. ... . .- .. .
.
.
't really train an English major if he's spend
time in the sciences any more than you coul

research and for leaves of absence. It's
nay he, so the help the Institute
s give is very much

umption that it doesn't matter wheth
English major or not.
Two areas in whic
in the history and ph'

. .

he "affective" areas at the Institute are pret

n in this direction. Next year we wi
and I wish we could b

- n-residence,

am, but why not increase
t ? Perhaps we could ge .

to which we're absolutely committed-can be most
useful in interesting community people in the Institute.

$literatureand the arts?

J.
:h, and we in humaniti
5 better job of teaching

.,-.

o u r students than some of the
quire less sophistication for an

in general and the arts in particular.
ure is extremely important. because iter
1t to deal with values and behavior; with tht
if the human soul. This is, of course, why
. , . .

". .

One area where we will encourage students
. to.
IS an alumnus and a member of the humanities
ng committee.
iministratively, we don't expect this project to take
ce in the curriculum, but several of us regard our-

exploration-finding out what we neec
ner we want to decide what kind of

3ut 15 students have indicated an interest so far
v of them think they can put together aproject
qualify for independent studies credit-as
did at Harvard
r .
.
,
e
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t

y-aduates shot a time-delay sequeni
~ eMillikan
r
Library, and then edi
some tape-recorded music so that v
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It is humanities' job to help people become capable of
dealing with coniplexity and sophistication in artistic
and intcllcctual values.

Why should Caltech get into the social sciences?
the stuff in the next 10years that's as exciting as biology

-

W i n should Ciiltech ect into the social sciences? Well.
apart of the answer is that we have somevery, very fin
undergraduate students who are beginning to find that
scientific world may not be just what they want. It seems
o narrow, too confining, and not really relevant to
the majorproblems that face the world. Secondly,

ics and political science-what

menial prnhlcmi clc;irly havc ii iii~ijorwci~ilscience
orif-iitat~~iii:
:ind ihc i:,nic ihiiin is truc of niiouliitii~n.of
erty, of the ghetto. Science can o
al science is the major area cone
want to see Caltech have amajo

-

at can be used to formulate rational public poli

I call public c

e very simple-minded analytical t
political science. Now the work has become more use

of work on things like the actions of congression
ngs as zohing boards-all of which has led to th
ginnings of some sensible policy. If 1were going
vet again, I'd be a political scientist. I think;
ie action's going to he over the next 10 years.
Some of the new people coming to the divis
. . this
. . anal
reresrea. ana very competent, in applying
"ohlen>sthat fall between economi
:roup here says: "Look, economic
asn't been concerned cnoueh with psychological as
of problems. You'll have to modify some of your
on thc basis of personality and individual behavio
And the third I c p f our program is provided by p
who arc interested in laboratory simulation of small-gn
hcliwior. or in field work in real-world situations-mei
who arc a t t e n i p t i n ~ ohridse the gap between theory an
the problems of the world.
So wc, have within the Sam

. .
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forniulntion of theory; the applicatio
theory in the lisht of what happens in
modification< necessov to make that

.

.

. . .

inanities. But a handsome building is not in i
uarantee of that. At Harvarcl the chairman of

University of Pennsylvania another said that tl~ei
fragmentation. Mavhe we need a cube.
Graduate work in the division will no doubt alw
very selective, and it should he I think graduate work in

.. .
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whole nature of the place, increase it to an

irder to define that than it is to define
if the social sciences. Ask yourself, f o
ave historians around this place. Well

ave stayed and have been productive in thclr hclds

l

a crew of admiringgraduate students, research
unaed out too^. so mat tneir eoucanon win nor

ideration of values, w h ~
ir own values. And we c

es to nonscientiqts than the national going rate, a
de better research support than is available else
'here, in order to increase the material attractions o

. .

heÂ¥ina man-a creature who feels and dreams, loves and
h~htes. hopes and despairs. Life is not confined to equatic~ n s
id laboratory experiments."
', amitn,
. cnairman
.
naiieii
01 me division01 numamue
writing to Arnold Beckman, president of Caltech's
ard of trustees, in 1966. to describe the kind of horn
is faculty wanted for the humanities and social scienc
e letter continued: "A building which houses these
s should symbolize the spirit in which they are
Id not be stark or austere. Tt should hav
nitv and beauty. It should hc spacious enough to
tirage thought andcontemplation. Let nobody ask
a passing tourist once asked about another Caltec
building: 'What do they make here"' In the ideal humaniti
building, people make thoughts and insights and value
judgments. The building should give that impression, ev
to a tourist."
ne years between mat letter ana its cuimmau
cation of the Donald E. Baxter, M.D., Hall of
manities and Social Sciences on May 10,197 1, w
e of much thought and planning, hard work, an
osity. And they saw the continuation and enlar
nt of an idea with a 50-year-longtradition inCalt
sa that the humanities must be an integal
leation of every Caltecli undergraduate.
me for the division of hnmanities was

-- - . .

. .

spacious, but as the number of humanities courses an
faculty gew, the buildins seemed to shrink. Finally, i
1962, the campus building committee allocated space
..

.

Sowrnixr of the following year when Mrs. Delia B.
Baxter of Atherton, California, made the largest single gift
ever presented to Caltech-$2.8 million-with the suggestion that it be used "to build, equip, and maintain" a
humanities and social sciences building. It was to be n.amed
in honor of her late husband, Donald E. Baxter, M.D., who
..
. .
. . . . .
loneered in the development and production or solutions
and associated medical equipment for intravenous therapy,
.~
and whofou .
A

~

'

'

oulevard t\n, u,l,b,.3 b c L a k ,,, b ~ . t L L L , j , &,," L t l L L t L,.lLub.
iewed the campus as the place with the biggest yardin
neighborhood.
The formal announcement of theBaxter gift was m
by Governor Ronald Reagan at a November 8,1967,
dinner heralding the start of Caltcch's $85 million
.
. - . .
evelonment camnaisn. -BV the time ot me eround-

.

".

Aneled corridors and hevaxonal officer are
Bfixler trademark. They are desqned to
counteract the monotony and formalily of
lone srraif'ht linef and cubicle moms

and Welfare gave funds for additional facilities.
c b s new humanities and social sciences
tory" expresses an entirely different concept from
iny other building on campus. In 1962 the

ructure has 62,513, designed on the principle of the
xugon-three hexagons across, and with interacting
bdivisions of hexagons. Even the foyer floor tiles arc
xagonal, and the wall lighting fixtures alsocarry out. that
ape. The study-offices are long hexagons, and the smalle
ces are half that. Hexagon-shaped rooms and doublezed offices h;id been tried out in the old library section of
abncy Hall, following the removal of the humanities
rary to Millikan. Theconsensus was that they helped
communicate a warm and informal quality hard to come
by in the conventional square.
R-ivt-oi-'c
TTi1liiftiintintiled ~ h i hnni>;hp";
~ h
the sterile
.spect of long, straight corridors. They also incorporate
onversation areas with groupings of furniture that
:ncourage casual meetings among faculty and students.
Among the other features of Baxter Hall are a large art
[allery and an expanded Public AffairsRoom. Two
"

ts concurrent history. These books are fromthehbrary
Iâ Clinton Judy, chairman of the humanities division fron
1923 to 1949. The other special library is the 4fricana
:ollection belonging to Edwin S. Munger, professor of

acts, collected over a 12-year period of tr;
'ictor DuBois, a member of the American
fersities Field St
amo rAt u a...i ~ o.r ~ uisma sorely neeaea miaai
een the larger,
and the shabbv disi
some 435-seat theater-like auditorium is already booke
far ahead for lectures, intimate musical and theatrical
presentations, and film showings. Baxter also has a 297
staff m
xter at the end of March, they havefound the buildin
If a good teacher. Architect Alexander, who says it i
best building he has ever done, is pleased when he

their new offices than they could across the street-an idea
confirmed by one of the secretaries who said: ''1 go ho
exhausted every day. Moving into this buildinghas act
ike pep pills on everybody!''
Not quite everybody all of the time, of cours
zing fulfillment of some of Hallett Smith's origi

hat "life is not confined to equations and laboratory
:xperiments."

A TIME OF
METAMORPHOSIS
by Robert L. Sinsheimer

We are facing an identity crisis for the
species, a rite of passage from life in a world
we never made, to life, for better or worse,
in a world of human design.

"A Time of Metamorphosis" is ada ted from u talkgiven at the
dedication o f Baxter Hall on May 10,1971, by the chairman of
Cultech's biology division.

I expect that 1 have been invited to speak here as the
spirit of buildings future. As you know, we hope to
construct a phenowpy of the Baxter building-a
laboratory of behavioral biology-across the mall. In
fact, I am pleased to invite everyone here to its dedication
-date to be announced.
When completed, these two buildings with Beckman
Auditorium will form the Court of Man-a giant tuning
fork to resonate with the deepest human and social
vibrations. Good vibes, we hope.
I had thought of writing a little scenario in which the
Caltech citizen of the future is wandering up the mall, on
his way to Beckman Auditorium, to hear a lecture on the
plans for the new 500 TEV (trillion electron-volt)
accelerator-designed to utilize the magnetic field of the
planet Jupiter-a joint project of our Divisions of Physics,
Planetary Science, and the JPPL (that's the Jupiter
Particle Propulsion Laboratory), when said future citizen
becomes aware he is running a gauntlet. On the right be is
subject to the hard-eyed scrutiny of the economists and
social scientists, who view him as a sort of aberrant social
molecule in an unstable excited state; while from the left
he receives the covetous glances of the psychobiologists,
who see him as the somewhat hapless but complex integral
of his genes and hi experience a d as a potential experimental subject. Fortunately, there will still remain the
humanists, who will simply accept him with eloquent
affection and admiration.
But I could not wntinue this sanguine scenario, for in
truth I do not see the f u t u r e ~ aCaltech
t
or elsewhere-to
be any linear projection of the present. I know that a
dedication is customarily an occasion for self-congratulation and euphoric prediction, and I believe it is particularly

significant that we are dedicating a hall of humanities and
social sciences at a great institute of technology in this
peculiar and pregnant period in history.
But there is today a growing apocalypticmood. It
becomes ever more clear that as we approach the
beginning of the third millennium A.D., we are hurtling
through the closing decades of a very long eta, that we are
caught up in the tide of an inexorable period of change in
human goals and values, on a global scale, without
precedent in all human, history.
That we face successive waves of confrontation:
between western man's persistent urge fox material wealth
and physical power, and the finite resources of the planet;
between the familiar values~hallowedby success-that
ha,ve brought us out of an age of helpless scarcity, and the
strange values~tentativeand awkward jfl their newnessappropriate to an age unchained from want, Conftontatioil
between our increasing necdfor knowledge and our
increasing hesitance to bear its responsibility; between the
dream tealized and the reality achieved, as for example
between the very human wish for immortality and the
staggering consequence of its possible approximation.
Confrontation between our treasured but often rigid and
egocentric conception of individual human rights and our
ever increasing human interdependence. Confrontation
between the rational on which our very lives must henceforth rely and the intuitive and irrational-so deeply
imbedded in our natuteÃ‘o which, in our impotence, we
have for so long depended.
In M?f,we are entering into a rime of metamorphosis
for man, of dissolution of the old in the creationof the
new. As a result we are facing an identity crisis for the
species, a rite of passage from life in a world we never
made, to life, for better or worse, in a world of human
design.
Man has evolved through millions of years into a
creature adapted to his planet; sustained by its web of life,
favored to be increasingly preeminent among its forms.
Whatever mistakes manmade (and surely there were
many) were never collectively fatal because of the
resilience of the web and the growing security of his
place in it.
Now with our exponentialincrease in numbers and in
power we have cometo our Rubicon. The ancient
sustaining web i p tearing, and we must soon choose. We
may retrench, andit will heal, at tkpsychic cost of
profound human restrain&or we may deliberately uodertake to design a new web of support-to humanspecifications~litkrallyto engineer (he planet for man. The cost

again will be psychic: the knowledge that we are truly on
onr own ansi that we are fallible. Again, a confrontationof diffidence and daring or, some may say, of humility
and hubris.
Few, if any, can foresee(he shape of the civilization
that will emerge from theyears' of turmoil. Or, more
pertinent, what will he the role of science and technology?
For five decades this Institutehas built upon the
academic legacy and vision of Millikan, Noyes, and Hale,
and it has built well We have gathered here the finest
concentration of scientific and technological talent on
earth. We attract annually the most brilliant studentsfrom
the schools and the colleges of America.
But we must not assume that the inspired vision of the
founderswill never need a re-vision, an adaptation to the
light of the time. After 50 years, in a time with new
insights and new shadows we should reexamine our course,
neither shackled by success nor contemptuous of
continuity. How should we prepare our studentsfor this
time of metamorphosis? It merits much thought. I would
suggest now three, admittedly partial, answers:
First, to continue to do well that which we have done
well-to transmit and expand scientific knowledge. Man
rousf still have need of scienceand technology. The
principles of quantum mechanics and thermodynamics,
the theorems of Fourier and Gadel, the laws of Newton
and Maxwell, the rules of valence and the genetic codethese are not about to be repealed or become obsolete.
Our insights into the nature of matter and life, our
vision of the dimmest past and the farthest space, our
recognition of the continuity of life and the universality of
natural law, our dawning perception of the biology of
mind-these are the fluminations that science has brought
to man- They extend the human horizon, and they will be
an enduring part of any civilization.
But we must remember that in science to continue to do
well is to continue to change and change again as the
unknown unfolds and the human perspectiveevolves.
Second, to enlarge greatly our educative mission, to
accept a far wider role in the creation of scientific literacy.
The scientific illiteracy of the bulk of the population, in a
society obviously dependent upon technology, can lead
only to fear and mistrust, to apathy, to erosion of selfconfidence and of self-government. In a recent literary
magazine, one may read: ^For thefirst time the forwardvaulting intelligence of our species, so intricate yet so
vulnerable, a piece of systematicevolution, finds itself in
front of doors it may be best to leave unopened; on pain
of life."
19

i c i r acts, in the i:liirific:~tionof alternatives and the

calculations of consequence. in the iichicvcinci~i,ifdecision

ny faculty members and students continue t

have created, irreversibly, a h

rievously strained the fabric of the accepted
ity. We can no longer optimize subsystems with
Â¥for the whole. The values of the past are

. ... . . . . .

mportant, irrelevant, and methodologically soft. T h
ructure of the curriculum encourages studer
such studies to a minor, secondary role . . . We must
encourage a broader view of learning and a deeper
engagement with questions of value in the scientific a
technical disciplines themselves."
Forty years ago, Albert Einstein spoke to the stu
n uus campus. 111 in> urici tails- lie h a w ;
is not ciiuu
that you should understand about applied science in orde
that your work may increase man's blessings. Concern foi
man himself and his fate must always form the chief
interest of all technical endeavors . . in order that the
. . . . .. .
reations nt our mind shall he a hlessin? and not a c

hope; in the twentieth century, the skyscrapers of impersonal, corporate commerce. What forms shall shape the
horizons of the future society?
. t .this. dedication
. . . . ot Maxter Hall.. 1 would
..ask. those
. wh
dwell here alwavs to remind us of what we in science
are coming slowly to see, but they have always known:
that the proper study of mankind is man-that the
ultimate challenge is man-and thus that the ultimate goa
of science must be to explain man as a product of nature
and thereby to set him free.
a -
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Energy Unlimited
Huttenback's Law says that energy
begets energy; it also produces
a lot of solid achievement.

Those to whom Robert Huttenback is only a name may
wonder how a Caltech faculty member can simultaneously
teach, manage aconstant flow of research, run the
division of humanities and social sciences, and he dean of
students. Those who observe the torrential Huttenback
energy at work don't wonder at all. It is the hallmark
of the man.
Huttenback's Law says that energy begets energy. He
starts his mornings with either a couple of sets of tennis
or a two-mile jog through the quiet streets of San Marino,
where buses of school-hound children watch for and
wave to the man in the old blue sweat suit.
His energy also floods out into a passion for games,
and his life style is reminiscent of the oftenunorthodox
way he plays and coaches them-an unorthodoxy based
on agrand impatience with red tape, and on a goodnatured conviction that oeode don't alwavs use common
sense. If, as player and coach, he shows a strong selfconfidence, imagination, and an ability to make and
execute decisions, it is equally true that he is insistent
on seeing that details are attended to and that differences
in personalities are recognized and respected. These
qualities that have brought him loyalty and respect on the
playing field are also descriptive of his handling of the
successive jobs as house master, dean, and acting division
chairman.
A coaching job brought him to Caltech in the first
place. Back in 1950, when he was a UCLA senior and
captain of its soccer team, he happened to be in the gym
office when a call came from Caltech's athletic director,
Harold Musselman. wantine somebodv to coach soccer
here. Huttenback volunteered.
To toughen up the Techers who unwittingly turned out
for soccer under the new coach, he immediately ran them
&
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English school system. His mother had been i
n o prodigy from San Francisco who spent se
years sti[dying with Europe's top teachers. She cut a
n..
.' *
IO marry u n o nunenoacK, a me
concert cidreer snori..
T

--

.

any rammes who tied b e m a n y during Hitler s nse t
Otto and Dorothy Huttenback, with B
tered at birth for the famous old public school o
arrow, spent his prep school years at Highfield Sch
Hampshire. At the age of eight, he was the younees
y there, having-in the traditional English manne

Tringcni rules an0 emorceo social acn5mes. t-ie n e w r
aw the necessity of following the flock
is ensuine four years at UCLA mere a revelation.
big school was made to order for him-\\ith the
eedom and anonymity one could have I Â one chose.
says this environment influenced hi m as master of
Caltech's student houses and still nlarks his philosophy
as a dean. Every student has vha t 1ie terms the God<-..-,
,,,.:-..

.,.-

of his beliefs about adults. young and old, is that they

her when he audited an undergraduate history class and

sponsibility tor the freshman baseball team. He cla
at the team's success came about because his ignor
the subtleties of the game drove him to some outeous and exotic coaching methods, which paid o
wever, students he coached say that one of the
rongest reasons for his success was his ability to
h of oddly assorted people and weld them int
sive, smoothly worki
His popularity with thf
at he was eventually oficicu me JUU UL UISWL UL
tudent houses The administration wanted him to take i
~n as a full-time position, so it came as a bombshell whi
ie pointed out that he was a serious scholar of British
...
" .
.
periat history, tor whom teacnmg ana researcn naa
rity. Since he was about to receive
be master unless he could als

. -

should be able to choos

ved from their o

an exercise in futili
He is mi
now thai
academic environmen
Huttenback's ac

.. .

The compromise he worked out with t
owed him to teach "at the discretion of the di
his delicately turned phrase didn't bother him Hal
mith, the humanities division chairman, gave a symp
thetic ear to his academic plans, and his active scholars
and demonstrated teaching ability kept him moving up
the professorial escalator-until he received his full

and effective scholar whose work has reflected a stead
m,

PU
South Africa 1he important London 1 imes Literary

graduation in 195 1, and found himself
athletic program in the vast khaki world of Ft. Bl
'I'ex:~.
.-\fter hi<:irmv year lie reliirned t o I'C1.A and gr^iilt!iite
school, where he soon realized that he thoroughly enjoyed
the academic environment and the challenge of graduate
school subject matter-particularly British imperial
history, with emphasis on the history of India.

Supplement spoke of the author's meticulous documentation and close reasoning and doubted that Huttenback's
detailed and critical study of this period of Gandhi's
.iiri.-i.-i\$ill be supers~'Jed.
Most of the ~ii-iti-rillftir his studies has heen ~'mhered
during research trips to India, Africa, London, and other
places where there are major archival collections relating
to the old British Empire and the modern Commonwealth. As one would expect of so busy a man, he has to
do the Pasadena part of his research and writing in small

tish Empire, he throws them into a mass of ma
and expects them to strike out for themselves.
One student complained that Huttenback furth
clutters up his material by tossing out myriads of a
dotes about the people involved in the events bein
studied. What he has missed is Huttenback's basi
L iii&turyis maue u p OL me irrdnondiny 01 inoiviuuais
and not tidy trends. Racial problems within the British Empire absor
as current and planned research. His next book,
. hfflzras an lmperwl factor, is at the Gornel
versity Press now, and he will finish The Qu

.

is approach to students with worrisome person
oblems is rational and noujudgmental, which
esearch trip to Canada last summer, and announced
great glee: "There's a museum here that's open 24 hou
a day 1''
ig Daddy simultaneously
lean of students as being
'e but he also believes in
. . ..--

ech's first sophomore ASCIT
ationally known even before hi
became the youngest member o
el on student unrest last year.)

garb of the genial abbot of the student houses, i

s one faculty friend recently said, "Hi
ievements and his administrative skills
o maybe it's time to recognize the real Bo
The suggestion would undoubtedly be s
hundreds of Caltech alumni who, through
first indication that there's a lot of life eoi

services to the nation during World War 11.
After the end of the war Corev workedf
on the- ilcvelopnient and improvcnicnt of precise spucetilling molecular models for use iii llie study of proteins.
Today's molecular models are in all essential featu
identical with those that were first made under his
and they have become an indispen
emistry and molecular bi
early 1950's were exciting
y-Pauling model for biologic
being formulated and information about it was being
seminated While Carey was usually not enthusiastic
partictpati ng in the dissemination F
made a roiund-the-world speaking t
people who suddenly understood a
. . . .. . .
models he explained: the alpha-h
pleated sheet, and other structur
development he had so greatly c
After 1956 Corey turned his

-

-

repeating tvne
. , of protein and focused on crystalline
proteins iind en7ymes. His studies in this area had a
profound cttect on the development 01 protcin crystdllogaphy at Caltech and throughout the world.
Corey was awarded a Guggenheimfellowship in 1951,
d the University of Pittsburgh honored him with a DSc
gree in 1964. He was a fellow of the American Chemical
ciety and of the American Association for th

rt. memoridi service w a n e ~ in
u u'doney ~ u u n g e
mpns on May 5 with George Hammon<
e division of chemistry andchemical en
.esiding. Tributes to Corey were given b
. -. .
. ..
..
g-time tnends and colleagues: Linus Pauling, prof
of chemistry emeritus; Richard Marsh, senior research
fellow in chemistry; and Ernest Swift, professor of
alytical chemistry emeritus.
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inches in diameter into a

kept straight to within threesandths of an inch over its entir
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n Caltech's shock-wave
With it, Ahrens is gaining

.ogether. The rearrangement of atom
s called aphase change.
Ahrens and his colleagues, resea
illow Earl Graham and research e
lohn Lower, find it surprising that
tense and hard a mineral as garnet
which has a density of 4.2)

ionth of a secon
n about half of a

e had occurred.
using minerals and meta
t as targets, the experime

They can also study eff
elting and shock-indu
milar to those produc
celestial bodies. In ear e

hers had found that it had
rmed into garnet structure in

d his co-workers have also
technique to produce shock
fission tracks on rocks that
iced by radioactive particles.
h i s sponsored by the National
undation and the National
s and Space Administration.

who received th

tech alumnus, Beckman rec

Observatories and the Owens Vail
r of the Astronomical Socie
acific. It has been awarded a
1 898 "in recognition of
cision instruments and a m
ie growth of the instrument indust?
'allfornia.
alifornia Museum of Science and

-Scientist of the Year Aw
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A. Fowler in 1958, Fran

Greenstein, who received

optical telescope. "The Great S
American Extragalactic Investi
published in the March 1970 iss
Engineering and Science mag
account furnished by Clark a
mann of some of the unexp

gy-producing processes occurring
eir interiors. He has studied the
ra of low-luminosity white dwarf
and the spectra and physical
erties of the quasi-stellar radio

in 1916. The winner in 1969

one other trustee of the Institu
ephen D. Bechtel Jr. received it
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in physics at Caltech.

Dr. DuBridee's siiccessorHarold ~ r o w n .
"Between September of 1947 and
June of 1969 very little of what I was

aboratory when one dedicated researcher
wercome by the solemnity of the occasion.
queezed his prop squirt bottl-the4

and providing us with this happy reminder
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nd hazards of the scientific l i f e .

the area-~merican settlers, SpanishAmericans, and Indians-developed an
accommodated themselves to an environ-
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rHROUGH THE MORPHOLOGICAL APPROACH

By Fritz Zwicky
The Macmillun Cornpan

st time yo
of fresh air and got it? How long h
he sky looked really blue?
Every day, our cities dump hundreds o

as much as 90%. But engineers at GE are designing
new equipment for rapid-transit systems, encourag
more people to leave their cars in the garage.
Another &rection is nuclear power. General
engineers designed the very first nuclear power plan

